In this paper, we present a new comparative study on automatic essay scoring (AES). The current state-of-the-art natural language processing (NLP) neural network architectures are used in this work to achieve above human-level accuracy on the publicly available Kaggle AES dataset. We compare two powerful language models, BERT and XLNet, and describe all the layers and network architectures in these models. We elucidate the network architectures of BERT and XLNet using clear notation and diagrams and explain the advantages of transformer architectures over traditional recurrent neural network architectures. Linear algebra notation is used to clarify the functions of transformers and attention mechanisms. We compare the results with more traditional methods, such as bag of words (BOW) and long short term memory (LSTM) networks.
Introduction
Automated essay scoring (AES) is the use of some statistical model to assign grades to essays in an educational setting. These engines were initially used to reduce the cost of essay scoring [1, 2] . Aside from cost effectiveness, AES is considered to be inherently more consistent and less biased than human raters. We can compare the performance of an AES engine with the performance of human raters using inter-rater reliability (IRR) statistics [3] . Recently, an AES engine with above human performance was presented in [4] based on an engine in which experts carefully engineered a set of features. AES has been a subject of a number of recent works by Sakaguchi [5] , Shermis and Hammer [6] , and Yannakoudakis [7] .
The function of AES is essentially one of classification, where neural networks are associated with almost all the current state-of-the-art results. Feedforward (static) neural networks are a class of powerful nonlinear statistical models capable of modelling complex relationships between the input space and a set targets [8] . Many of these Feedforward neural networks are known as Convolutional Neural Networks (CNN)'s which are ubiquitously used in image classification tasks [9] . These nonlinear models are fit to a set of training data using backpropagation and a variety of optimization algorithms. Recently very efficient deep neural net model architectures have been used to compute the vector representation of words and/or subwords called embeddings [10] . These models are used heavily in Natural Language Processing (NLP) tasks to convert words and/or subwords to vectors in a meaningful manner that has been shown to preserve semantic information.
We also consider AES to be an area of NLP in which another type of dynamic network is ubiquitously used. These dynamic networks are mostly called Recurrent Neural Networks (RNN)'s and are powerful tools used to model and classify data that is sequential in nature. These types of networks have been used in engineering and science in the identification and modeling of complex systems [11] . Using an embedding we may convert a sequence of words into a sequence of vectors that has preserved the semantic information. RNN's, in combination with embeddings, have many applications in NLP tasks like sentiment analysis, topic labeling, language detection and machine translation [12] . In recent years, researchers have applied RNNs and Deep Neural Nets to AES.
In cases where there are a very large number of student essays, grading can be a very expensive and time consuming process. Since scoring essays is a part of the student assessment process that is conducted In this section, we discuss the task of producing an AES engine. This includes the data collection, how we train the models and how we evaluate an AES engine. We include a brief description of some of the standard IRR statistics in the literature used in the context of evaluating models [3, 18] .
The first step in producing an AES engine is data collection. Typically, a large sample of essays is collected for the task and scored by expert raters. The raters are trained using a holistic rubric specifying the criteria each essay is required to satisfy to be awarded each score. Exemplar essays are used to demonstrate how the criteria is to be applied. A holistic rubric may take into account a number of factors such as grammar, spelling, organization, clarity and cohesion [19] . Since these essays are the result of specific prompts shown to students, the rubric may include prompt specific information. The training material for the Kaggle AES dataset was made publicly available. To evaluate the efficacy of an AES engine, we require that every essay is scored by (at least) two different raters. Other quality control mechanisms like resolution reads and targeted backreads help improve the quality of the data [18] .
Once the collection of essays is scored, we divide the essays into three different sets; a training set, a test set and a validation set. From a classification standpoint, the input space is the set of raw text essays while the targets for this problem are the human assigned labels. The goal of an AES engine use and evaluate a set of features of the training set, either implicitly or explicitly, in a manner that the labels of the test set may be deduced as accurately as possible using statistical inference. Ultimately, if the features are appropriate and the statistical inference is valid, the AES engine assigns grades to essays statistically similarly to how a human would on the test set. Once the hyperparameters are optimized for the test set, the engine is applied on the validation set.
In the case of the ASAP data, two raters were used to evaluate the essays. We call the scores of one reader the initial scores and the scores of the second reader the reliability scores. There are two main metrics used to evaluate the agreement between two sets of scores; the exact agreement (accuracy), which measures when two scores agree, and the quadratic weighted kappa (QWK) statistic [20] or Cohen's Kappa Score. The QWK of two sets of scores is defined as follows:
where k is the number of classes and x i,j is the probability of score i receiving score j. The original Cohen's Kappa Score is defined as
where p o is the relative observed exact agreement among raters (i.e., accuracy), and p e is the hypothetical probability of chance agreement, using the observed data to calculate the probabilities of each observer randomly seeing each category [20] . The QWK has the property that K = 1 if the raters are in complete agreement. The QWK captures the level of agreement above and beyond what would be obtained by chance and weighted by the extent of disagreement. Furthermore, in contrast to the accuracy, QWK is statistically a better measurement for detecting disagreements between raters since it depends on the entire confusion matrix, not just the diagonal entries. Typically, the QWK between two raters is also used to measure the quality or subjectivity of the data used in training. We may evaluate an AES engine on the ASAP dataset and compare the engine with a human rater by training an engine on the initial scores and showing that the scores predicted by the engine are in greater agreement with the intial scores than the reliability scores on the validation set. We used the same 5-fold cross validation splits found in [13] where each of the five splits used 60 percent of the data as training data, 20 percent as a test set and 20 percent as a validation set. We also considered hyperparameter tuning at a level in which the very structure of the network was altered.
Automated Essay Scoring is one of the more challenging tasks in NLP. The challenges that are somewhat distinct to essay scoring relate to the length of essays, the quality of the language/spelling and typical training sample sizes. Essays can be long relative to the texts found in sentiment analysis, short answer scoring, language detection and machine translation. Furthermore, while many tasks in NLP can be done sentence by sentence, the length and structure of essays often introduces longer time dependencies which requires more data than typically available. The amount of data is often restricted due to the expense of hand-scoring. The longer the essay, the more difficult for Neural Network models to keep the information from beginning of the essay in the network. This results in convergence issues or low performance. These are in addition to typical challenges of NLP such as the choice of embedding, different contextual meanings of words and the choice of ML algorithms.
A variety of models have been introduced over the last 50 years in essay scoring [21] . These models started with statistical models using the Bag of Words (BOW) method with logistic regression or other classifiers, SVD methods for feature selection and probabilistic models like Naive Bayes or Gaussian models. In using Neural Network models, we are required to choose an appropriate embedding [22] . An embedding may be between characters, words, subwords or sentences into some real n-dimensional space that somehow preserves the usage/semantics [22] . This converts a text into a sequence of vectors in n-dimensional space which may be modeled using RNNs like LSTM Networks [23] and GRU Networks [12] or with CNNs. The gating mechanisms, such as those found in GRUs and LSTM units, mitigate the issue of long term dependencies to some degree, however, it has been shown that long term dependencies are more effectively accommodated for by attention mechanisms [15] . Recently people have started to combine these algorithms with each other in order to improve the results.
At a word level, if a word is misrepresented or misspelled the embedding of that token results in an inconsistent input that is being used to train the NN models leading to poor extrapolation. Standard algorithms for correcting words may suggest words that do not fit into the context. The language models in question are masked word models [14, 15, 16, 17] which seeks to guess a selection of missing words better than standard algorithms by incorporating context in three different ways. These models use three different embeddings; a word/subword embedding, a sentence embedding and a positional embedding that encodes the position of each word. The probably masked words are calculated by using context at a word and sentence level. By modelling sentences, these models possess much more information than typically available using typical word embeddings.
Neural networks are inherently non-linear and continuous models, however, to approximate a discrete scoring rubric, a series of boundaries is introduced in the output space that distinguish the various scores. When the output lies close to the boundaries between scores it is difficult for the models to pick a score correctly. Ideas of committee (or ensemble) of networks by taking a majority vote or the mean will be discussed in later sections.
Models
In this section we will go into some detail regarding some of the major methods used develop AES engines [6] . We start with the BOW method in which the features are explicitly defined. We then go on to describe RNN approaches. In particular, we will review how the gating mechanism in layers of LSTM units allow for long term dependencies. The Multi Layer Perceptron and its variations are classified as static network and networks that have delays are also considered RNNs. Lastly, we elucidate the structure and function of the language models featured in this paper.
3.1. BOW. For ML algorithms, we mostly prefer to have well defined fixed input and targets. An issue with modeling text data is that it is usually very messy and some techniques are required to pre-process it into useful inputs and targets to feed to ML algorithms. Texts needs to be converted to numbers that we can use in machine learning as proper input and labels. Converting textual data to vectors is called feature extraction or feature encoding. A bag of words (BOW) model is a technique to extract features from text and use them for modeling. The method is very simple:
(1) Find all occurrence of words within a document.
(2) Find a unique vocabulary of words.
(3) Then form the vector that represents the frequency of each word. (4) Each dimension of the vector represents the number of counts (occurrence). (5) Remove dimensions associated with very high frequency words. (6) We use term frequency (TF) (take the raw frequency and divide to max frequency). (7) We use inverse document frequency (IDF) (log of documents counts to the length of all the documents has has the term) (8) By multiplying the TF and IDF, we get (TF-IDF) to reduce the most important words. (9) Normalize the TF-IDF vectors.
The BOW model is completed and each essay is associated with a single vector and the set of vectors with a particular label may be classified by some traditional classifier. We should note that the BOW model will not consider the order of the words and that in each bag it finds the words that have the most textual information.
3.2. LSTM. The output of an RNN is a sequence that depends on the current input to the network but also on the previous inputs and outputs. In other words, the input and output can be delayed and we can also use the state of the network as input. Since these networks have delays, they operate on a sequence of inputs in which the order is important.
An RNN can be a purely Feed Forward network with delays in the inputs or they can have feedback connections with the output of the network and/or the state of the network. A variety of recurrent units, which are used to build RNNs, are available like LSTM [23] , GRU [25] , ELMAN, NARX [26] and Focused Delay Networks. In this section we are going to discuss networks of LSTM units. In order to do so, let us introduce a general notation by describing the most basic unit that makes up all ANNs, that is, the (artificial) neuron, shown in Figure 1 A scalar input p is multiplied by a parameter w, called weight, and the result is added to another parameter b called bias. Their sum (n, the net input ) goes into a (usually) nonlinear activation function f (x) to get the neuron output a. By updating the values of w and b through an iterative optimization algorithm called Gradient Descent, this single neuron can find the best parameters that fit the neuron equation (with a set transfer function) to any two-dimensional data. In other words, this single modular unit can map input data to the target and approximate the underlying function. By assigning a different LANGUAGE MODELS AND AUTOMATED ESSAY SCORING these layers. We will use superscripts to identify the layers. Specifically, we append the number of the layer as a superscript to the names for each of these variables. Thus, the weight matrix for the first layer is written as , and the weight matrix for the second layer is written as . This notation is used in the three-layer network shown in Figure 2 The outputs of layers one and two are the inputs for layers two and three. layer 2 can be viewed as a one-layer network with = inputs, neurons, and an weight matrix . The input to layer 2 is , and the output is .
A layer whose output is the network output is called an output layer. The other layers are called hidden layers. The network shown above has an out put layer (layer 3) and two hidden layers (layers 1 and 2).
The same three-layer network discussed previously also can be drawn us ing our abbreviated notation, as shown in Figure 2 Figure 1 . Artificial Neural Networks Structure [24] weight to each input dimension, a single neuron can be extended to model N -dimensional data. In this case, both p and w are N -dimensional vectors, and the neuron output equation is
By combining multiple neurons together, and stacking multiple layers of these neurons, a Multi-Layer Perceptron (MLP) is formed 1(b). The super script number shows the layer numbers. For example, the forward calculation of the three layers shown in the figure is
We want to introduce the neural network framework that we will use to represent general recurrent networks. We added new notation that we have used to represent MLP, therefore we can conveniently represent networks with feedback connections and tapped delay lines.
The net input n m (k) for layer m of an RNN can be computed as follows:
where p l (k) is the l-th input to the network at time k, IW m,l is the input weight between input l and layer m, LW m,l is the layer weight between layer l and layer m, b m is the bias vector for layer m, DL m,l is the set of all delays in the tapped delay line between layer l and layer m, I m is the set of indices of input vectors that connect to layer m, and L f m is the set of indices of layers that connect directly forward to layer m. The output of layer m is
for m = 1, 2, · · · , M , where f m is the transfer function at layer m. The set of M paired equations (7) and (8) describes the general RNN. RNN can have any number of layers, any number of neurons in any layer, and arbitrary connections between layers (as long as there are no zero-delay loops) [24] . Training RNN networks can be very complex and difficult. The key issues that may arise are Vanishing Gradients [23] , Exploding Gradient and instability [27] . Many architectures are proposed to deal with these issues. Long Short Term Memory (LSTM) network is one of these network architectures [23] that
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Long Short Term Memory has recently become very popular. They key concept in LSTM is we would like to predict responses that may be significantly delayed from the corresponding stimulus. For example, words in a previous paragraph can provide context for a translation, therefore the network must enable this possibility to have long term memory. Long term memories are the network weights and short term memories are the layer outputs. We need a network which has long and short term memory combined. In RNNs, as the weights change during training, the length of the short term memory will change. It will be very difficult to increase the length if the initial weight does not produce a long short term memory. Unfortunately, if the initial weight produces a long short term memory, the network can easily have unstable outputs. To maintain a long term memory, we need to have a layer called Constant Error Carousel (CEC). This layer has a feed back matrix LW 1,1 to have some eigenvalues very close to one shown in Figure 2 . This has to be maintained during training or the gradients will vanish. In addition to ensure long memories, the derivative of the transfer function should be constant. Therefore, we need to set LW 1,1 = I and use a linear transfer function. Now, we do not want to indiscriminately remember everything. Thus, we need to create a system that selectively picks what information to remember. The solution, outlined in [23] is a gating mechanism in which gates act like switches that operates on input, the CEC layer and the output layer. The input gate will allow selective inputs into CEC, a feedback or forget gate will clear CEC, and the output gate will allow selective outputs from CEC. Each gate will be a layer with inputs from gated outputs and the network inputs. The network results in the LSTM, with CEC short term memories that last longer. The key details are:
• The • operator is the Hadamard product, which is an element by element multiplication.
• The weights in the CEC are all fixed to the identity matrix and they are not trained.
• The output and the gating layer weights are also fixed to the identity matrix.
• It has been shown that the best results are obtained when initializing the feedback or forget gate, bias b 3 , to all ones or larger values. • Other weight and biases are randomly initialized to small numbers.
• The output of the gating layer generally connects to another layer or ML network with softmax transfer function. • Multiple LSTM can be cascaded into each other. We need to note that Deep Learning frameworks unroll these networks with delays and for each time step they create a physical layer and then use static backpropagation algorithm to calculate the gradients [27] . Then they roll the networks back and average the derivatives with respect to the weight and biases over the physical layers. The unrolling and rolling effect is only an approximation of the true gradient with respect to the weights.
3.3. BERT. BERT, which stands for Bidirectional Encoder Representations from Transformers, is a Language Model released by the Google AI Language team at the end of the year 2018 [15] . It has become the state-of-the-art model for many different Natural Language Undestanding tasks, including sequence and document classification. This is best reflected by the fact that one can only see BERT-like models on the GLUE benchmark leaderboard, with the sole exception of XLNet [16] , which then again is not so different from BERT. The success of BERT can be explained in part by its novel language modeling approach, but also by the use of the Transformer [28] , a Neural Network architecture based solely on Attention mechanisms, which was introduced one year prior, replacing Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs) as the state-of-theart Natural Language Understanding (NLU) techniques. We will give an overview of how Attention and Transformers work, and then explain BERT's architecture and its pre-training tasks.
Self-Attention, the kind of Attention used on the Transformer, is essentially a mechanism that allows a Neural Network to learn representations of some text sequence influenced by all the words on the sequence. In a RNN context, this is achieved by using the hidden states of the previous tokens as inputs to the next time step. However, as the Transformer is purely feed-forward, it must find some other way of combining all the words together to map any kind of function in an a NLU task. It does so with the following equation
Here, Q, K and V (query, key and value) are matrices which are obtained by taking the dot product of some trainable weight matrices W Q , W K and W V with the embedding matrix of our input sequence X. That is, Q = W Q X T , K = W K X T and V = W V X T . Basically, each row on these matrices corresponds to one word, meaning that each word is mapped to three different projections of its embedding space. These projections serve as abstractions to compute the self-attention function for each word. The dot product between the query for word 1 and all the keys for words 1, 2, ..., n tells us how "similar" each word is to word 1, a measure that is normalized by the softmax function across all the words. The output of the softmax weights how much each word should contribute to the representation of the sequence that is drawn from word 1. Thus, the output of the self-attention transfer function for each word is a weighted sum of the values of all the words (including, and mainly, itself), by some parameters that are learnt to get the best representation that fits the problem at hand. d k is the dimension of the query vectors (512 for the Transformer, and 768 for base BERT and XLNet), and diving by its square root leads to more stable gradients.
The Transformer model goes one step further than simply computing a Self-Attention function, by implementing what is called Multi-Head Attention. This is basically a set of L Self-Attention computations, each on different sub-vectors, obtained from the original Q, K and V by breaking them up into L different Q l , K l and V l made up of R/L components each, where R is the embedding dimension (768 for the base BERT and XLNet) and L the number of Attention Heads (12 for base BERT and XLNet). This is illustrated in Figure 3 under "Segmentation". After the Self-Attention is computed for each (Q l , K l , V l ), the original dimension is obtained by a simple concatenation ("Context Matrix" in Figure 3 ).
Although up until this point we have only described the Encoder part of the Transformer, which is actually an Encoder-Decoder architecture, both BERT and XLNet use only an Encoder Transformer, so this is mainly all the architecture these Language Models are made of, with some key changes in the case of XLNet. Now we proceed to describe BERT's architecture from input to output, and also how it is pre-trained to learn a natural language. First, the actual words in the text are projected into an embedding dimension, which will be explained later in the context of Language Modeling. Once we have the embedding representation of each word, we input them into the first layer of BERT. Such layer, shown in Figure 3 , consists mainly of a Multi-Head Attention Layer, which is identical to that of the Transformer, except for the fact that an attention mask is added to the softmax input. This is done in order to avoid paying attention to padded 0s (which are necessary if one wants to do vectorized mini-batching). The attention mask is vector made up of 0s for the words we want the model to attend to (the actual words in the sequence), and of very small values (like -10,000) for the padded 0s. The sums of the keys and queries dot products with this mask will go into the softmax, making the attention scores for the masked padded 0s become practically 0. The output of this layer goes into a linear layer of size RxR, in order to learn a local linear combination of the Multi-Head Attention output. Batch Normalization is performed on the sum of the output of this layer (after a Dropout) and the input to the BERT layer. This is fed into yet another linear layer of size RxR ′ , where R ′ = 3072 for the base BERT, followed by a GeLu (Gaussian Error Linear Units) transfer function and another linear layer (R ′ xR) that maps the higher dimensions back to the embedding dimensions, with also Dropout and Batch Norm. This constitutes one BERT Layer, of which the base model has 12. The outputs of the first layer are treated as the hidden embeddings for each word, which the second layer takes as inputs and does the same kind of operations on them. Once we have gone through all the layers, the output for the first token (a special token "[CLS]" that remains the same for all input sequences) is passed onto another linear layer (RxR) with a tanh transfer function. This layer (Figure 4(b) ) acts as a pooler and its output is used as the representation of the whole sequence, which can finally allow learning multiple types of tasks by using other specific-purpose layers or even treating it as the sequence features to input into another kind of Machine Learning model. Now that we have described BERT's architecture in detail, we will focus on the other main aspect that makes BERT so successful: BERT is, first and foremost, a Language Model. This means that the model is designed to learn useful knowledge about natural language from large amounts of unlabeled text, but also to 
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Cross-Entropy Loss Figure 5 . BERT Pre-Training Heads retain and use this knowledge for supervised downstream tasks. The way Language Modeling usually works in a RNN scenario is just using the n previous words as inputs to predict the next word n + 1. The model cannot take as input the word n + 1 or any words after it (although there are some bidirectional variants), so there is no need for special preprocessing of the text. However, as BERT is a feed-forward architecture that uses attention on all the words in some fixed-length sequence, if nothing is done, the model would be able to attend mainly to the very same word it is trying to predict. One solution would be cutting the attention on all the words after, and including, the target word. However, natural language is not so simple. More often than one would think, words within a sequence only make sense when taking the words after them as context. Thankfully, the attention mechanism can allow to capture both previous and future context, and one can stop the model from attending to the target word by masking it (not to be confused with the attention mask used for the padded zeros). In particular, for each input sequence, 15 % of the tokens are randomly masked, and then the model is trained to predict these tokens. The way this is done is taking the output of BERT, before the pooler, and mapping the vectors corresponding to each word to the vocabulary size with a linear layer, whose weights are the same as the ones from the input word embedding layer, although an additional bias is included, and then passing this to a softmax function in order to minimize a Categorical Cross-Entropy performance index that is computed with the predicted labels and the true labels (the ids on the token vocabulary, but only making the masked words contribute to the loss). Masking words is really straightforward: just replace them with the special token "[MASK]". This way, the network cannot use information from this word or any other masked words, aside from their position in the text. BERT was also pre-trained to predict whether a sentence B follows another sentence A (both randomly sampled from the text 50% of the time, while the rest of the time sentence B is actually the sentence that comes after sentence A). Although recent research [29] has shown that the same or even better results can be obtained without this second task, in the original implementation the model is optimized to minimize the sum of the losses from each task at the same time. The additional architecture just described is shown in Figure 5 .
In addition to the usual word embeddings, positional embeddings are used to give the model information about the position of each word on the sequence (this is also done in the Transformer, although with some differences), and due to the next sentence prediction task and also for easy adaptation to downstream tasks such as question-answering, a segment embedding to represent each of the sentences is also utilized. The word embeddings used by BERT are WordPiece embeddings [30] , which consist in a tokenization technique in which the words are split into sub-word units. This helps handling out-of-vocabulary words while keeping the actual vocabulary size small (30,522 unique word-pieces for BERT uncased ). The positional embeddings are look-up tables of size 512xR, which assign a different embedding vector to each token based on its position within the sequence. 512 was also chosen on the original Transformer as the maximum sequence length, mainly because Self-Attention's complexity is quadratic to the sequence length, due to the fact that it needs to compute the attentions of every word to every other word and also to themselves. While the first token in every input sequence will have the same positional embedding, the same applies to all the tokens belonging to the first sentence in the pair of sentences A and B, i.e, the segment embeddings are look-up tables of size 2xR. All of these embeddings have the same dimensions, so they can be simply added up element-wise to combine them together and obtain the input to the first Multi-Head Attention Layer, as shown in Figure  4(a) . Notice that these embeddings are learnable, so although pre-trained WordPiece are being used at the beginning for the word embeddings, these are being updated to represent the words in a better way during BERT's pre-training and fine-tuning tasks. This becomes even more crucial in the case of the positional and segment embeddings, which need to be learned from scratch. It is also worth noting that, although the embedding layers are technically look-up tables, which work with inputs of dimension 512x1 (containing one unique token vocabulary id for each word), mathematically this is equivalent to having a linear layer (without bias) of size 512xR, and one-hot-encoded inputs of dimension 512xVocabularySize. The projection and weight update will be the same, but the first method is much faster because there is no matrix product involved, just a look-up (indexing) operation.
XLNET.
XLNet is a language model introduced very recently [16] that makes use of the Trans-formerXL [31] to incorporate information from previous sequence/s in order to process the current sequence, achieving a regressive effect at the sequence level. To do so, it employs a relative positional encoding and a permutation language modeling approach. Although BERT and XLNet share a lot of similarities, there are some key differences that need to be explained.
Firstly, XLNet's Multi-Head Attention's core operation is different than the one implemented in BERT and in the Transformer. In this case, instead of just breaking up the original Q, K and V into L different Q l , K l and V l ; L linear layers (for each) are used to map the input to the Multi-Head Attention layer into these different Q l , K l and V l , and thus no intermediate Q, K and V are computed. This results in the three linear layers of RxR being replaced by 3L linear layers of R/L x R, which map the input into smaller subspaces (with the same number of dimensions which add up to the original dimension). These several (and parallel) computations on different dimensions produce more variability, allowing each word to attend more to other words and not only to itself, which results in a final richer representation of each word, calculated by adding up the results of mapping back each of the sub-representations to the original embedding dimension R with again 12 linear layers. This is expressed with the following equation, where X is the input. Note that the actual implementation is a bit more complex, as shown in Figure 6 , but the heart of the operation is indeed in equation (10) .
Secondly, apart from this, XLNet's Attention is different from BERT's in two ways: 1. The keys and values (but not the queries) of the current sequence and for each layer depend on the hidden states of the previous sequence/s, based on a memory length hyper-parameter. That is, let the hidden state (output) of layer m for the previous sequence be a matrix h m t−1 of dimensions 512 x 768, then if we choose a memory length of mem len = 10 tokens, the key and value of the current sequence for layer m + 1 will be computed by concatenating to h m t the last ten vectors of h m t−1 and then projecting the result using the W K,m+1 l and W V,m+1 l matrices. This recurrence mechanism at the sequence level is illustrated in Figure 7 . If the memory length is greater than 512, we can even reuse information from the two last sequences, although this becomes quadratically expensive. 2. The operation just described is only applied to the word embeddings, and not to the sum of the three kinds of embeddings (h m are just the word embeddings). The other two are used in a different way. The (relative) positional embeddings (encodings is a more suitable name) are computed by the following equation Figure 6 . One layer of base XLNet (content stream) p pos = concat sin e inv-inds ⊗ p inds , cos e inv-inds ⊗ p inds (11) where p inds = [mem len + seq len , mem len + seq len − 1, mem len + seq len − 2, ..., 0, −1, −2, ..., −seq len + 1] and e inv-inds i = 10000 e inds i /784 −1
, with e inds = [0, 2, 4, ..., 766]. Note that these are also different from BERT's in the sense that they are not being learnt. p pos , of shape (2seq len + mem len ) x 768, is projected into L positional keys K l,p by learnable matrices W K,p l . The dot products between these and L positional queries obtained from the original queries by adding them up with learnable biases b Q,p l are performed, and then the second to the seq len + 1 elements are obtained from the memory dimension after performing a relative shift between this dimension and the current sequence dimension, resulting in positional attention scores which are added up to the regular attention scores before going into the softmax. This way, XLNet can perform a smarter attention to both the words on the previous sequence/s and the current sequence, by using this information that is being learnt based on the relative position of each word with respect to each other word of each sequence. To distinguish between current and previous sequence/s, a segment embedding is also utilized, which consists simply of a one-hot-encoded matrix of (seq len + mem len )xseq len x2: we have a 1 if word i and word j belong to the same sequence, and 0 otherwise. Before attending to this segment encoding (which acts as a unique segment key), the original queries are again added up with biases b Q,s l and then projected by L weight matrices into L Q l,s , of shape 512x2. The result is also added to the attention scores before the softmax, and the operation described on equation (10) with the values is performed. The rest is almost identical to BERT (layers 5 and 6 on Figure 3 , layer 4 and the batch norm after it are omitted), taking into account that the output of the first XLNet layer acts as hidden word embeddings that go into to Figure 7 . 12 Layer XLNet (content stream) the second layer, while the positional and segment encodings inputed to this layer remain the same as the ones inputed to the first layer, as shown in Figure 7 . The detailed architecture is shown in Figure 6 .
While the architecture differences have been listed above, XLNet also differs from BERT in their pretraining tasks. XLNet is pre-trained by a permutation language modeling approach. This means that, for any sequence, there are sequence length! permutations of the factorization order, and an AR language modeling can be performed by maximizing the likelihood under the forward autoregressive factorization. Note that the order of the sequence remains unchanged: the permutation only affects which words are attended to, by changing the attention mask before the softmax: to predict word k, the attention mask is set to very small numbers for words with i > k, so that only the words before and including k on the current factorization order are used to compute the attention. The trick here is that the words that come before k change with each permutation, but their positions are kept constant within the sequence, allowing XLNet to capture bidirectional context. Additionally, due to the fact that utilizing permutations causes slow convergence, XLNet is pre-trained to predict only the last 16.67 % of tokens in each factorization.
In order to use the position of the token k that is going to be predicted, but not its content, XLNet introduces a new type of query. The same kind of Multi-Head attention is performed, starting from a randomly initialized vector (or vectors if we are predicting more than one token at the same time). This vector is projected by the same L linear layers as the normal query to obtain the new type of query, which attends to the same keys and values as the regular query, but with the new attention mask explained before (with the difference that the element corresponding to word k is also set to a very small value). So basically, in the pre-training task, this new Multi-Head Attention (named query stream) and the one from Figure 6 (named content stream) are performed at the same time layer by layer, because the query stream needs the outputs of each layer from the content stream to get the content keys and the values to perform the attention on the next layer. The content stream can see the content of the words that come before k in the factorization order, and also k, while the query stream can only see the content of the words that come before k. After going through the 12 XLNet layers and projecting the output of this new query with a linear layer of VocabularySize x target tokens, the Cross-Entropy loss with the indexes of the real tokens is computed and the model's parameters are updated to minimize this loss. The method just described allows XLNet to be pre-trained without the need to replace the target tokens with the special token "[MASK]", which is not present at all during fine-tuning.
Fine Tuning and Experiments
In this section we provide an overview of how neural language model fine-tuning is done for a downstream classification task such as essay scoring, as well as explain the experiments we did in order to improve performance. The output layer/s that were used for the pre-training task/s are replaced with a single classification layer. This layer has the same number of neurons as labels (possible scores for the essays), with a softmax activation function, which is then used, together with the target, to compute a cross-entropy performance index as a loss function. In the case of BERT, the last hidden state of the first (and special) token "[CLS]" is used as the representation of the whole essay. Because this representation needs to be adjusted to the particular problem at hand, the whole model is trained. This differs from the way in which transfer learning is done on images, where, if the model was pretrained using at least some images similar to the task at hand, updating all the parameters does not usually provide a boost in performance that is justifiably by the much longer training time. Regarding XLNet, the same method is applied but now the "[CLS]" token is located at the end of the essay.
In theory, the model should retain most of the knowledge it learnt about the English language during the pre-training tasks. This would provide not only a much better initialization, which drastically reduces the downstream training time, but also an increase in performance when compared with other Neural Networks that need to learn natural language from random initial conditions from a much smaller corpus. However, in practice, various problems can arise such as catastrophic forgetting, which means the model forgets very quickly what it had learnt previously, rendering the main point of transfer learning almost useless. There are various ways of dealing with this: we try gradual unfreezing, discriminative fine-tuning and a combination of both as proposed in [32] . Gradual unfreezing consists of only training the last layer on the first epoch, which contains the least general information about the language, and then unfreezing one more layer per epoch, from last to first. On the other hand, discriminative fine-tuning consists on using different learning rates for different layers, as they capture different kinds of features on Deep Networks [33] . In particular, BERT has been shown to attend to different kinds of words and capture diverse linguistic notions on different attention heads [34] . The learning rate across layers m follows the formula α m = ξα m+1 , where ξ is a decay factor usually set close to 1 [35] . Another closely related problem is overfitting. To mitigate this, we try using the model's hidden states at different layers and also some data-preprocessing to force the model to focus more on other kinds of words, as well as different dropout values. Lastly, we also use an ensemble of different models trained with the different approaches.
We run our experiments using pytorch-transformers implementations of BERT and XLNet. We choose Adam as the optimizer, as in the original papers, and try different learning rates, narrowing the best values to either e −5 or 5e −6 . We also try different warmup schedules, and find that they make no significant difference. Regarding BERT, there are currently two main versions: "cased" and "uncased". We find that overall "uncased" works slightly better, although for some items the "cased" version is superior. However, the difference is still very small. For XLNet, the only available version is "cased". We also compare the base and large versions and find that they perform very similarly, so using the large versions is not worth it, given that they are much more expensive to fine-tune. Thus, all the results shown are for the base versions. The same applies to the batch size, so we end up using the largest we could fit in a 12GB GPU, i.e, 9 for BERT and 8 for XLNet.
Due to the fact that BERT and XLNet were pre-trained with sequences of 512 tokens (510 when taking into account "[CLS]" and "[SEP]"), and some of our essays are quite longer than that, we use a slidingwindow approach in which longer essays are split into two or more sequences of 510 tokens. We force an overlapping of the last of these sequences with the second-to-last, in order to avoid meaningless padding on the last split. For prediction, we just round the average of the scores on each of these splits. Although we also experimented imputing only the first 510 tokens, or the first 128 and last 382, as proposed in [35] , this did not make any significant difference, and even if it did, it should be avoided because in the context of essay scoring it could be argued to be unethical.
Results
In this section we evaluate more in-depth each of the things we tried on the development set, and then provide the results on the test set by picking the best model on the development set. Table 1 shows the dev qwk percentage difference between each combination and the base try, which is just using BERT/XLNet as they are. It can be seen that, overall, the methods to avoid catastrophic forgetting do not work very well, although for particular items they can give a small boost in performance. Their combination (1+2) also performs poorly on all the items except for BERT on item 8. Increasing the dropout probability is neither a good idea, and when it helps, it is only slightly. However, in the case of BERT, decreasing the input complexity (removing stop-words), the model complexity (using only the three first layers) and a combination of both seems to actually reduce overfitting and works the best overall, which is good news because it is much more inexpensive than running a combination of the previous methods, even more so when trying different learning rates and warm-up schedules for each of them. On the other hand, XLNet Table 2 . qwks for the different items only sees an increase in performance for two items when removing stop-words, and using three layers does not help either. These findings suggests that BERT is more flexible than XLNet, or at least that it can adapt better to extreme changes in the architecture and input levels. Regarding catastrophic forgetting, it looks like XLNet does witness more improvement than BERT for the items in which either gradual unfreezing, discriminative finetuning or their combination boost performance. Table 2 shows the final results on each item for BERT, XLNet, a BERT ensemble, an XLNet ensemble and a BERT + XLNet ensemble. The first two ensembles consist of 6 models obtained using the different experiments from above. We tried taking a majority vote (using the best model out of these 6 to decide when there is a tie), and rounding the mean of the scores predicted by each model. Both methods performed similarly on items 1 to 6, but the majority vote performed significantly poorer on items 7 and 8. The BERT + XLNet ensemble consists of 12 models, i.e, it combines the models from the two other ensembles together. We also show the results for the LSTM from [13] and their ensemble, which consists on 10 LSTMs and 10 LSTMs with a convolutional layer before them, and which also arrives at the final prediction by taking the mean of the scores. The last two rows correspond to the Bag of Words model and the inter-human agreement.
Regarding the individual models, BERT, XLNet and the LSTM obtain very similar average qwk across all the items. This suggests that the essay scoring problem has reached its ceiling in terms of modeling, at least for now. When compared to their individual versions, the ensemble boost performance by 0.51 % for BERT, 0.53 % for XLNet, and 1.45 % for the LSTM. The main difference between the Language Models ensembles and the LSTM ensemble that may account for an almost 3x bigger delta in favor of the LSTM is the amount of models (6 vs 20), although it is possible that the convolution layer on the LSTM produces more variability than using different number of layers and altering the inputs to the Language Models. The BERT + XLNet ensemble (12 models) does better (+1.01 % from BERT and +1.42 % from XLNet), which points to the first reason being more likely.
When compared with the Bag of Words method, Neural Networks show a significant superiority, with a 6 % higher qwk on average. What is more, there is no single item for which the Bag of Words performs better. And although individual networks are still a bit below the inter-human agreement, the ensemble of these models are actually beating humans by 0.79 % in the case of the LSTM and by 0.47 % in the case of BERT + XLNet on average. Item by item, Neural Networks achieve higher-than-human qwk on 5 out of 8.
Conclusions
Transfer learning and language models enhanced the performance of analyzing texts in natural language processing. In this paper, we demonstrated the two major transformer based neural network models which improved the result of essay scoring on the Kaggle dataset. BERT and XLNet are discussed in a very detailed manner to researchers for further improvements. The results of BERT and XLNet are compared with other traditional methods and human standards. Overall, we got better results that human and rule based techniques. Our major contribution is explaining the network architectures and generalizing it with simple notation, and implementing a classification technique using these models on the essay scoring problem to get an automated engine. This engine tends to be more reliable than humans and save a lot of time and money for grading essays in a large scale.
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